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Abstract
A set of soft x-ray cameras providedmeasurements of high frequency instabilities as well as steady-
state emission in theMegaAmpSpherical Tokamak (MAST). It is shown that Abel inversion can be
readily applied tofluctuating soft x-ray emission from theMASTmidplane associatedwith fast
particle-driven ‘fishbone’ instabilities, characterised by toroidalmode number n= 1. Each fishbone
burst had an early phase inwhich high amplitude fluctuating soft x-ray signals from the plasma core
were close to being in phasewith each other, and therewas a region close to the outboard plasma edge
inwhich thefluctuationswere relatively weak and in antiphase with those in the core. Themajor
radius of the ‘phase axis’ at which themode amplitude changed signRpwas initially outboard of the
tokamakmagnetic axis atR0, butmoved inboard during the burst, eventually becoming close toR0, at
which time the oscillationswere of similar amplitude inboard and outboard ofRp. Thefishbone radial
structure early in the burst can be understood in part by recognising that themode is supported by
energetic ionswith a high average toroidal rotation rate: in a co-rotating frame, the effectivemagnetic
axis is shifted outboard by a distance that is comparable to the difference between themajor radii of
the phase axis early in the burst and the laboratory framemagnetic axis. It is conjectured that the
transition to amodewithRp; R0 occurred becausemost of the energetic ionswere expelled from the
plasma core regionwhere themode amplitude peaked, so that the instability could no longer be
characterised as an energetic particlemode. Abel inversion offishbone soft x-ray emission thus
provides useful insights into the nature of energetic particlemodes in tokamak plasmas and their
relationshipwithMHDmodes.

1. Introduction

Fishbones are internal kinkmode instabilities with dominant toroidalmode number n= 1 driven by fast
(suprathermal) particles in tokamak plasmaswhen the safety factor q (defined as the number of toroidal circuits
made by an equilibriummagnetic field line in one poloidal circuit) drops to values approaching unity in the
plasma core region [1]. They occurred frequently during neutral beamheating in theMegaAmp Spherical
Tokamak (MAST), with beam ions providing the fast particle population needed to drive the instability. A list of
typical plasma parameters inMAST, alongwith a description of the phenomenology and consequences of
fishbones in that device, can be found in [2]. Briefly,MASTplasmas hadmajor andminor radiiR; 0.9m,
a; 0.6 m, the toroidalmagnetic field at themagnetic axis was about 0.4 T, the plasma current was typically in
the range 400–900 kA, and the primary injection energy of beam ions (deuterons)was usually around
60–70 keV. The fuel ion species in nearly allMASTplasmaswas deuterium.Core electron densities and
temperatures were up to a few times 1019 m−3 and 1 keV. Fishbone instabilities could be detected using
magnetic (Mirnov) coils and several soft x-ray cameras, whose data acquisition rate (several hundred kHz)was
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high enough to resolve individualfishbone oscillations at the typical initial frequencies of thesemodes (a few tens
of kHz). After the initial excitation of afishbone, themode frequencywas observed to chirp down rapidly (in
about 2–3 ms) to a value close to the toroidal plasma rotation frequency, at which point themode disappeared.
This burst cycle usually repeated several times before a transition to a so-called long-livedmode, believed to be a
saturated kinkmode in the plasma core.

Several theoretical studies offishboneswere carried out following thefirst detection of thesemodes: see for
example [1, 3, 4].White and co-workers [3] considered the resonant instability drive provided by trapped fast
ions, while Betti and Freidberg [4] focussed on passing ions. The resonance condition is that themode frequency
matches a linear combination of the characteristic toroidal and poloidal frequencies associatedwith the fast ion
orbits. The analysis in [3] and [4] is based on a dispersion relationwhich is derived using an energy principle
approach, with the perturbed energy associatedwith the fishbone perturbation consisting of afluid (idealMHD)
term δWF and a kinetic term δWK arising from the fast ions. In both cases it was found that different domains of
instability existed, depending on the relativemagnitudes of δWF and δWK. In the limit inwhich fast ion effects
are negligible, thefishbone frequencywas predicted to be of the order of the bulk (thermal) ion diamagnetic
frequency,ω*i= |B×∇pi|/ZeniB

2rwhereB is themagnetic field, r is plasmaminor radius, and pi, ni andZe are
respectively the bulk ion pressure, ion density and charge [3].

Much of the interest infishbones arises from the fact that while they are generally benign in terms of their
direct effects on the bulk plasma, they can cause non-classical transport or loss of the fast particles that drive
them. For this reason they can frustrate attempts to achieve optimumperformance in tokamak plasmas by
injecting higher levels of auxiliary heating. In the case ofMAST this was demonstratedmost clearly in an
experiment showing that a doubling of neutral beampower resulted in the neutron yield (whichwasmainly due
to beam-thermalDD fusion reactions) rising by only about 40% rather than the classically-predicted figure of
about 100%. Thiswas due to an increase in fast ion redistribution and loss arising from the excitation of fast ion-
driven instabilities, including fishbones [5]. It is important therefore to understand as fully as possible the nature
of thesemodes, and our aim in this paper is to to glean information on their spatial structure through a careful
examination of soft x-ray data. In particular, we aim to infer themode structure inmajor radius rather than the
spatial parameter characterising the soft x-ray lines-of-sight, since this facilitates comparisons with theoretical
expectations andmodelling. Deducing the radialmode structure requires the solution of an integral equation
that can be cast in the formof anAbel transform.

The paper is structured as follows. Following a description of soft x-ray andMirnov coilmeasurements of
fishbones inMAST (section 2), we demonstrate in section 3 that spatially-resolvedmeasurements offishbones
obtained using one of theMAST soft x-ray cameras can beAbel-inverted to yield themidplane radial structure of
the unstablemode.We show that the radial structure changes during the course of a fishbone burst, and suggest
a possible interpretation of this phenomenon in section 4. A summary is provided in section 5.

2. Soft x-ray andMirnov coilmeasurements offishbones inMAST

Soft x-ray emission inMASTwas detected using a set of six cameras, eachwith a number of lines-of-sight
through the plasma. In this paper wewill be concernedmainlywith data obtained using the tangential camera,
butmeasurements obtained using the upper and lower horizontal cameraswill also be discussed briefly for
comparison.

The tangential camera detects optically thin, line-integrated emission along a set of chords that lie
approximately in the plasmamidplane and can be distinguished by their tangency radius p - themajor radiusR
at which the chord is tangential to aflux surface, as shown infigure 1. The coordinate labels in thisfigure will be
used later when discussing Abel inversion of soft x-rayfluctuations associatedwithfishbones.

The upper and lower horizontal cameras provide poloidal views of the plasma respectively below and above
themidplane at afixed toroidal angle. For these cameras it is still possible to specify lines-of-sight using a
parameter p, but this is nowdefined as the perpendicular distance from the line-of-sight to afixed point in the
midplanewithmajor radiusR= 0.7 m. The choice of this fixed point is arbitrary: it lies somewhat inboard of the
usual location of themagnetic axis during theflat-top phase ofMASTdischarges.

The soft x-ray cameras onMASTused beryllium filters with a thickness of 15 μmto block photonswith
energies below a value  10  keV. Thismade it possible to exclude line emission fromdominant impurities, in
particular carbon. The detected signal is due primarily to thermal bremsstrahlung. Assuming that the plasma is
fully ionised, the local emission j from a given volume has the following dependence on electron density ne,
electron temperatureTe and effective ion charge stateZeff [6]:

j J n T Z e , 1e e
T

0
2 1 2

eff
e0= - ( )
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where J0 is a constant andwe have followed commonpractice in neglecting theweak dependence of the
Maxwellian-averagedGaunt factor onTe. The signal is thus sensitive to localfluctuations in ne,Te orZeff. The
highmagnetic Reynolds numbers characteristic of tokamak plasmas ensure that themagnetic field is frozen into
the plasma to a good approximation, and thereforemagnetic field perturbations such as those associatedwith
fishboneswould be expected to result in localfluctuations in quantities such as electron temperature and density.
It has also been suggested that the temporal evolution offishbones inMAST could have been affected by rapid
changes inZeff associatedwith localised accumulation of highly-charged impurity ions [7].

Figure 2 shows time traces of soft x-ray fluctuations on tangential camera chordswith tangency radii close to
themagnetic axis during the evolution of a fishbone inMAST shot 29 976. The amplitude of the fishbone in the
magnetic coil trace peaks at approximately 0.2002s, so the period shown in the figure depicts the decay phase of
the instability. It should be noted that each panel overlapswith the preceding panel by 3 ms, and that the
intensity scaling of each panel is arbitrary. The soft x-ray detectors are uncalibrated, but the instrument response
is reasonably uniform across channels.

We can draw two important conclusions fromfigure 2. First, at late times (after about 0.2013s) there is a clear
antiphase relationship between fluctuations in channels with p greater than about 0.8 m and thosewith tangency
radii below this value. In this phase of thefishbone burst the time interval between intensitymaxima in any given
channel corresponds to a frequency of about 25 kHz, which is close to the frequency of the fishbone itself at this
stage. This behaviour is characteristic of an instability with n= 1, and indeed signals from toroidally-distributed
Mirnov coils at this time confirm that this is the case (higher frequency n= 2 and n= 3 harmonics are present in
the data, but areweaker than the n= 1 component). The second conclusionwe can draw fromfigure 2 is that
during the early part of the burst the signals corresponding to essentially all of the channels with p less than about
1.0 m are in phasewith each other, or very nearly so. The change during the course of afishbone burst in the
phase relationship between fluctuations corresponding to different lines-of-sight apparent infigure 2 occurs
frequently inMAST. It is not clear how to interpret this result in terms of local plasma parameters, however,
since the fluctuating intensities infigure 2 are line-integrated. In the following sectionwewill showhow local
fluctuations in soft x-ray intensity can be inferred from soft x-ray camera data using Abel inversion.

Figure 1.Vertical view ofMAST showing layout of tangential soft x-ray camera. The green lines show the camera lines-of-sight, and
the coordinate labels used in the text are those indicated here. The dashed circle is the outer plasma boundary, and the two solid curves
show the locations of the vacuumvessel and centre post.
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3. Abel inversion of soft x-raymeasurements

3.1. Analysis
In the case of axisymmetric soft x-ray emissionwe canwrite

I p j x dx, 2
x

x

edge

edge

ò=
-

( ) ( ) ( )

where j is the local soft x-ray emissivity, x is distance along a chord relative to the point at which the chord is
tangential to aflux surface (where p= R), and± xedge are the values of xwhere the chord enters and leaves the
plasma (see figure 1). Transforming the integration variable from x toR it is evident that equation (2) becomes

I p
j R R

R p
dR2 , 3

p

R

2 2

out

ò=
-

( ) ( ) ( )

whereRout is themajor radius of the outer plasma boundary in themidplane. Themeasured soft x-ray intensity
is thus the Abel transformof the local emissivity, j [6, 8]. An analytical formula exists for the inverse Abel
transform,making it possible for j(R) to be inferred from I(p). The challengewe have is that the fluctuating j
associatedwithfishbones has toroidalmode number n= 1, as discussed in the previous section, and therefore
we cannot simply replace j in equation (3)with the fluctuating intensity and evaluate the inverse transform.
Althoughfishbone frequencies typically chirp down rapidly, at any given instant the spectrum is usually
strongly-peaked at awell-definedmode frequencyω. This can be seen infigure 3 for the case of thefishbone
plotted infigure 2. The perturbation to j resulting from afishbone propagating in the positivej direction (in
MAST this was the plasma current direction)with n= 1 can thus be represented by an expression of the form

j R t j R t, , cos , 41 0j j w= -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

where j0 is the functionwe aim to determine. As discussed previously, harmonics of the n= 1 oscillation are
present in the data, and the neglect of these harmonics introduces an error into the analysis, but the dominance
of the n= 1 component ensures that this error remains small. The corresponding perturbation to I is denoted by
I1. It is evident fromfigure 1 that p Rcosj = , and so I1 is not the Abel transformof j1. A further complication is
that whilej can be defined as toroidal angle as shown infigure 1, this implies a different definition ofj for each
line-of-sight since these are not parallel but form a fan, converging on the camera itself. For definiteness, we
definej such that p Rcosj = for the outermost tangential soft x-ray camera chord, with tangency radius
p≡ p1. For every other chord p Rcos pi ij j- =( ) wherejpi is a constant for the i-th chordwith tangency
radius p= pi: it is the anglemade by the i-th chord relative to the outermost chord at the pinhole camera, which

Figure 2. Fluctuations in 20–40 kHz bandpass-filtered soft x-ray signal obtained using the tangential camera duringfishbone inMAST
pulse 29 976. The tangency radius is identical to the parameter p in figure 1.
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is also the anglemade by the line joining the tangency point to the tokamak symmetry axis with respect to the
corresponding line for the outermost chord.

Abel inversion can nowbe applied to this problem as follows. Empirically, on timescales shorter than that of
thefishbone chirp, the perturbation to I can be described as having a time variation characterised by a single
frequency,ω:

I p t I p t, cos . 51 0 w=( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Multiplying this expression by tcos piw j-( ) and taking the time-average of the resulting equation over one
wave cycle, we obtain

I p t t I p, cos
1

2
cos , 6pi pi1 0w j já - ñ =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

where the angled brackets denote a time average. Similarly,multiplying j1 by tcos piw j-( ), taking the time-
average over onewave cycle and dropping the subscript i on pi yields

j R t t j R
p

R
j R, , cos

1

2
cos

2
. 7pi pi1 0 0j w j j já - ñ = - =( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Since I1 and j1 satisfy equation (3), we infer from equations (6) and (7) that I0 and j0 satisfy

I p
j R p

R p
dRcos 2 . 8pi

p

R

0
0

2 2

out

òj =
-

( )
( )

( )

This can be rearranged to give

I p

p

j R R R

R p
dR

cos
2 . 9

pi

p

R0 0

2 2

out

ò
j

=
-

( ) [ ( ) ]
( )

Thus I pcos pi0 j is the Abel transformof j0/R, andwe can therefore express j0 in terms of I0 using the inverse
transform [6]:

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

j R
R d

dp

I

p

dp

p R

cos
. 10

R

R pi
0

0

2 2

out

òp

j
= -

-
( ) ( )

It should be noted here thatjpi is a constant for each tangential soft x-ray camera line-of-sight. From its
definition (equation (5)), it can be seen that I0 is simply the peak amplitude of themeasured soft x-ray intensity in
onewave cycle. Equation (10) provides an exact inversion of themeasured intensity. It should be noted however
that the inversion requires I0/p to be differentiated. In the case of real experimental data, this operationmust of
course be carried out numerically, and numerical differentiation of noisy data tends to amplify the effects of the

Figure 3. Spectrogram ofMirnov coilfluctuations for the fishbone shown infigure 2. A fast Fourier transformwas used to generate
this plot, with aHannwindow function [9] of duration 1.02ms and overlap 75%.
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noise. It is important therefore to reduce data noise asmuch as possible. This can be achieved using digital
demodulation, discussed in the next subsection.

The integration in equation (10)must be performed using the trapezoidal rulewith afixed number of points
in dummy variable space since the integrand can only be evaluated at values of this variable corresponding to the
geometry of the tangential soft x-ray camera.Moreover the intervals between successive p values are not exactly
constant. A further complication is that difficulties typically arise from the singularity in the integrand at p= R.

This difficulty can be eliminated however by transforming the dummy integration variable to q p R2 2= - .
The intervals between successive q values in the integral are also, of course, non-uniform.

3.2.Digital demodulation of soft x-ray data
Adescription of themethod of of digital demodulation can be found for example in [10]. This entails the
removal of the carrier frequencyω from afluctuating signal so that it becomes steady over time intervals that are
short compared to the timescale onwhichω itself changes (in the present case, the timescale of afishbone burst:
typically 2–3 ms) butmuch longer than the period of a single oscillation (a few tens ofmicroseconds). Signals can
thus be aggregated over relatively long periods, reducing photon shot noise and hencemaking itmore viable to
use theAbel inversion expression, equation (10).

A further correctionmust be applied to take into account the systematic phase shift apparent between
different soft x-ray channels infigure 2 at late times in thefishbone burst. These shifts are considerably larger
than those arising from the fan geometry of the lines of sight shown infigure 1. The phase difference can be
obtained by using any chosen soft x-ray orMirnov coil signal as a reference and determing the phase of any other
soft x-ray channel relative to this. The two frames offigure 4 show the result of applying this to the demodulation
offluctuations recorded in two neighbouring tangential channels when the reference phasewas obtained using a
Mirnov coil signal. For channel 11, the soft x-ray signal remains in phase with the coil signal throughout the
fishbone. For channel 12, on the other hand, at slightly higher p, the two signals are in phase early in the burst but
are in antiphase by the end of the burst, reflecting the transition inmode structure shown infigure 2. It is
important to stress here that the choice of reference signal is arbitrary provided that the phase relationship
betweenfluctuations in different soft x-ray lines-of-sight is correctly captured.

3.3. Results
Figure 5 shows the results of Abel inversion (with digital demodulation) applied tofluctuating soft x-ray data
from the fishbone burst shown infigure 2. As discussed in section 2, the soft x-ray detectors are uncalibrated, and
small differences in the instrument response across different lines-of-sight will of course propagate into Abel-
invertedmode amplitudes.Moreover, as discussed previously, the Abel inversion itself introduces numerical
errors, and the use of aMirnov coil signal to provide a reference phase entails an additional small experimental
error. The radial profile at any instant shown infigure 5 should therefore not be regarded as a fully accurate
representation of thefishbone eigenfunction.We can nevertheless draw some useful inferences from this figure
(wewill comment later on the cumulative effects of the experimental and numerical errors in theAbel inversion
process).

With large phase shifts relative to an arbitrarily-chosen reference signal taken into account, it is possible for
the demodulated amplitude to be of either sign. As in the case offigure 2, it ismore instructive to discuss the late
phase of the burst first (t> 0.201 s), since themode structure in this phase is easier to interpret. During this
period themode has a very simple structure, with positive amplitude inboard ofR; 0.9 m and negative
amplitude (of similarmagnitude) at highermajor radii. It is possible to define a ‘phase axis’R= Rpwhere the

Figure 4.Raw (black curves) andfiltered (red curves) signals forfishbone inMASTpulse 29 976 recorded using tangential soft x-ray
camera channel 11 (left) and channel 12 (right).
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amplitude changes sign: during the late phase of thisfishboneRp; 0.9 m.A reconstruction of the plasma
equilibrium at this time using the EFIT code [11] indicates that this value ofRp is consistent with themajor
radius of themagnetic axis, within experimental uncertainties arisingmainly from the fact that the soft x-ray
lines-of-sight have afinite separation from each other (the p values for channels 11 and 12, for example, differ by
about 9 cm).

Early in the burst, on the other hand, themode amplitude is of the same sign across the entire plasma core
region, extending from about 0.6 m to 1.04 m: the choice of reference signal is such that the amplitude in this
region plotted infigure 5 happens to be positive. Outboard of 1.04 m the amplitude is weakly negative, and thus
during this period there is a phase axis at thismajor radius. The overall radial extent of themode in the early
phase is also somewhat greater that it is in the late phase.

To obtain amore complete picture of themode structure, it is useful to examine also thefluctuating soft
x-ray emission detected using the upper and lower horizontal cameras. Asmentioned previously, these provide
poloidal views of the plasma below and above themidplane. Due to the non-circularity offlux surfaces inMAST
plasmas, Abel inversion of the emission is not possible in this case. However the non-inverted fluctuation data
can still be demodulated and plotted in the tangency radius—time plane, as shown in figure 6 for thefishbone
plotted infigures 2–5. In this case negative values of p correspond to lines-of-sight below themidplane.While it
is apparent fromfigure 6 that the intensity of the fluctuations varies during the burst, peaking at about 0.201 s, it
is evident that the essential spatial (vertical) structure of themode doesn’t change, in contrast to the change in
radial structure shown infigures 2 and 5. A simple antiphase relationship is apparent between themode
amplitudes on each side of themidplane line-of-sight (p= 0) throughout the burst, consistent with the burst
having a dominant poloidalmode numberm= 1.

Themode evolution apparent infigures 2–6 is qualitatively similar to that seen inmany other fishbones
occurring inMAST, and thus appears to be generic. Inmany of the events studiedwefind that during the early
phase of afishbone the associated soft x-rayfluctuations around the plasma core region are in phase with each
other, and a reversal is observed in the sign of the amplitude at amajor radius lyingwell outboard of the tokamak
magnetic axis, by up to about 15 cm in some cases. In the late phase of eachfishbone there is a transition in the
radialmode structure, with the phase axismoving inboard to amajor radius close to that of themagnetic axis.
The fact that this transition inmode structure is observed inmany different fishbones, combinedwith the
evidence for a transition in the raw soft x-ray data (figure 2), provides a strong indication that it cannot be
attributed to random errors, associated for examplewith photon shot noise. Systematic errors in the data are also
present but, as discussed earlier, the soft x-ray instrument response is fairly uniform across channels, and
therefore the conclusions presented here are unlikely to be explicable in terms of any such errors.

Figure 5.Real amplitude of soft x-rayfluctuations versusmajor radiusR and time during afishbone inMASTpulse number 29 976,
calculated using Abel inversion ofmeasured soft x-ray emission in the plasmamidplane.
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4. Interpretation of radialmode structure

As discussed above, the results plotted infigure 6 suggest strongly that the dominant poloidalmode number of
fishbones inMAST ism= 1, as expected for an instability of this type. In the case of anm= n= 1
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) eigenfunction, plotted as a function ofR in themidplane, wewould expect to
observe a null at themagnetic axis, since at this point there is a shift ofπ in the poloidal angle. This is indeedwhat
we observe late in the burst, when the phase andmagnetic axes are coincident towithin the spatial resolution
provided by the tangential soft x-ray camera.However, the observations that the fluctuating signals in core
tangential soft x-ray channels are close to being in phase with each other (figure 2), and the presence of a large
outboard shift of the phase axis early in each burst (figure 5), do not appear to be compatible withMHDand
require an explanation.

In seeking a possible explanation, wefirst note that fishbones have often been characterised as energetic
particlemodes rather thanMHDmodes [12]. Thismeans that in addition to being driven unstable by energetic
particles, themode eigenfunctions themselves are determined primarily by the properties of the energetic
particle population rather than those of the thermal plasma.Nevertheless the fact that they are detected as
magnetic fluctuations indicates that they can still be regarded as eigenmodes of the equilibrium field. That being
the case, it is worth considering what this field looks like from the perspective of the beam ions that are driving
themodes. In the pulses considered in this paper the beamswere injected in the co-current direction, and the
steady-state beam ion distributionwas strongly weighted towards that direction since significant pitch angle
scattering only occurred in the latter stages of the collisional slowing-down process. Thismeans that the beam
ion population had a largemean toroidal velocity, and it is appropriate to consider a reference frame that is co-
rotatingwith those ions. In this frame charged particles are subject to centrifugal andCoriolis forces in addition
to the Lorentz force, and both theCoriolis and Lorentz forces are proportional to the cross product of a vector
with the particle velocity. The immediate consequence of this is that the rotation rate of the frameΩ causes the
effectivemagnetic fieldB* to differ from the laboratory framefieldB as follows [13]:

*
m

e
B B Z

2
, 11= + W ˆ ( )

wherem, e are the beam ionmass and chargewhile Ẑ is the unit vector in the positive (upward) vertical direction.
Since the plasma current (and hence the beam rotation) direction inMASTwas anti-clockwise as seen from
above, it follows thatΩ in equation (11) should be taken to be numerically positive. Since the rotation vector is
vertical, it affects only the poloidalmagnetic field. A plasma current that is anti-clockwise in the horizontal plane
(as viewed from above) generates a poloidalfield that is clockwise in the (R,Z)plane, and therefore the rotation
term in equation (11) is oppositely directed to the vertical field outboard of themagnetic axis and in the same
direction asBZ on the inboard side. This has the effect ofmoving theflux surfaces to higherR, as shown infigure
4(c) of [14].

The location of the effectivemagnetic axis is alsomoved outboard, and it is straightforward to quantify this
shift from equation (11). Fishbone excitation indicates that q; 1 in the core region ofMAST,which can be
approximated as a large aspect tokamak plasma and therefore it is acceptable to use the cylindrical expression

Figure 6.Demodulated soft x-ray emission due tofirstfishbone inMASTpulse 29 976 obtained using the upper and lower horizontal
cameras (p < 0 corresponds to the region below themidplane). The dominant poloidalmode number ism = 1 as expected.
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[15]
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whereBθ is the poloidalfield at distance r from themagnetic axis where the toroidal field is equal toB0. It follows
from equation (12) that
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wherewe have used q; 1. In the outermidplaneBθ= BZ and is numerically negative. It can therefore cancel the
rotation term in equation (11), giving an effective poloidal field null in the rotating frame at amajor radius given
by
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whereΩi is the beam ion cyclotron frequency corresponding to themagnetic fieldB0. To evaluate the outboard
shift in the effectivemagnetic axis positionwe need to determine an appropriate value for themean rotation rate
associatedwith the beam ions,Ω. A typical example of a steady-state beam ion distribution in the core region of a
high performanceMASTplasma is shown in the left hand frame offigure 10 in [16]. This distribution, calculated
using theNUBEAMmodule of the TRANSP code, is strongly anisotropic, peaking at a pitch close to−1 (the
negative sign is due to the fact that plasma current and toroidal field inMASTwere oppositely-directed), and the
peak energy is about 15keV. The toroidal deuteron speed vj corresponding to this is around 10

6 ms−1, while the
toroidal rotation rate isΩ= vj/R0; 106 rad s−1. Using an appropriate toroidal field (0.4 T) to evaluateΩi, we
infer from thesefigures and equation (14) an outboard shift in the effectivemagnetic axis location of about
10 cm,which is close to the phase axis shift in the early period of the fishbonewhose radial structure is shown in
figure 4.We propose that the phase axis during this stage of the burst coincides with the effectivemagnetic axis of
the plasma in a frame that is co-rotatingwith the fast ions driving the instability. The incompatibility of our Abel
inversion results withMHD, noted at the beginning of this section, can thus be resolved by recognizing that
early-stagefishbones are energetic particlemodeswhose radial structure is determined in part by the effective
magnetic field in a frame that is co-rotatingwith the energetic particles. This interpretation does not by itself
provide an explanation for the full radial structure of the early-stagefishbone, in particular the fact that its
absolute amplitude is higher on the inboard side of the phase axis than it is on the outboard side. This asymmetry
may be a consequence of the fact that fast ion distributions in double nullMASTpulses such as this onewere
generally very strongly peaked in the plasma core region (see figures 7 and 8 in [5]).

It remains to be explainedwhy the radial structure of themode transitions to one that does appear to be
broadly compatible withMHD, i.e. that is characterised by a phase axis lying close to themagnetic axis in the
laboratory frame. It seems likely that this can be attributed to thefishbone-induced expulsion of fast ions from
the plasma core region noted in section 1.Direct evidence for the expulsion of fast ions during fishbones in
MAST is provided by drops in both volume-integrated neutron count rates (measured using afission chamber)
and fast ion deuterium-alpha (FIDA) emission from the plasma core [2]. The neutron rate is a useful proxy for
the fast ion content of the plasma sincemost fusion reactions inMASToccur between beam ions and thermal
ions. The total neutron rate tends to be reduced by the expulsion of fast ions from the core region, first because
the thermal ion density is generally lower in the plasma periphery than in the core, and second becausemany of
the fast ions ejected from the core are subsequently lost promptly from the plasma due tofinite orbit width and
Larmor radius effects. Figure 7 shows the temporal variation of neutron rate during the fishbone studied in this
paper.While there is little change in the total neutron rate over the entire timewindow, it is substantially lower
on average during the late phase of the fishbone (∼201–202ms) than it is in the early phase (∼200–201 ms). This
is consistent with a depletion of fast ions in the plasma core during the course of thefishbone burst. Spatially-
resolved neutronmeasurements in earlier pulses provide further evidence forfishbones (togetherwith other fast
particle-drivenmodes)depleting the fast ion population inMASTplasmas [5]. Itmay be expected that a
fishbone eigenfunctionwill transition to anMHDmode if fast ions capable of resonatingwith themode, in
particular, are expelled. Resonance in this contextmeans that a linear combination of the characteristic toroidal
and poloidal frequencies of the fast ions’ orbitalmotion is close to themode frequency: it is these fast ions that
both drive thefishbone and aremost susceptible to being transported by it [17]. Given thewide orbits and large
Larmor radii of energetic ions inMAST (see for example figure 11 in [18]), it is likely that any instabilities in the
plasma core region that are of sufficiently high amplitude to cause the expulsion of fast ionswill rapidly deplete
the entire fast ion population in that region: this is illustrated for the case of sawtooth instabilities by figures 10
and 11 in [16]. It is probable therefore that the inwardmotion of the fishbone phase axis shown infigure 5 is
likely to be due directly to a transition from an energetic particlemode to anMHDmode, rather than a change in
the radial profile of the fast ions. The reduction in the overall radial width of themode apparent infigure 5may
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also reflect the fact that the large orbit widths and Larmor radii of the fast ions are no longer relevant to themode
structure whenmost of these ions have been ejected from the plasma core.

We noted in section 1 that fishbones had been predicted in the limit of negligible fast particle effects to have
frequencies of the order ofω*i [3].We estimate from charge exchangemeasurements that ν*i= ω*i/2πwas of
the order of 5 kHz in the case of thefishbone shown infigures 2–6. This is substantially lower than the late phase
mode frequency ν; 25 kHz (see figure 3), but ν at this timewas comparable to the toroidal plasma rotation rate
(also inferred from charge exchange data), and so themode frequency in the plasma (co-rotating) framewas
comparable to or less than ν*i. Due to the rotation, the initial frequency of themode in the plasma framewas
around 10–15 kHz. At this time trapped and passing fast ionswere present in the plasmawith energies up to the
higher of two neutral beam injection energies, 70 keV, andwith corresponding precessional drift frequencies of
up to around 100 kHz and bounce frequencies of up to around 50 kHz. By the time the fishbone shown in
figure 3was excited, the fast ionswould have had a slowing-down distribution, and undoubtedly some of these
ionswould have had orbital frequencies such that the conditions for resonancewith thefishbonewere satisfied
(it should also be noted that the precessional drift frequency passes through zero close to the trapped-passing
boundary [19], and therefore even fast ions close to the beam injection energy could have been resonant). In the
context of the theoretical work reported in [3] and [4], the transition from an energetic particlemode to anMHD
mode discussed above can be interpreted as the result of a sudden drop in δWK due to the expulsion of fast ions
from the plasma core.

As discussed previously,fishbones are generally assumed to be internal kinkmodes withm= n= 1, and in
such cases a resonantMHD instability can only occur if q< 1 somewhere in the plasma [15], although not
necessarily at themagnetic axis. Jones and co-workers carried out a careful equilibrium analysis of aMASTpulse
during a period offishbone activity, taking into accountmotional Stark effectmeasurements of themagnetic
field pitch [2]. This yielded a best-fit q-profile which dropped belowunity only towards the end of the period of
fishbone activity, and even then only very slightly, by an amount thatwas within experimental uncertainties. The
reconstructed q-profile at the time of the fishbone discussed in the present paper, inferred frommagnetics and
deuterium-alpha (Dα) data, is shown infigure 8. Theminimumvalue of q in this profile is about 1.25.While
there are always uncertainties in q-profile determination, the absence of sawtooth crashes in this pulse suggests
strongly that q remained above unity throughout the period inwhich fishbones were present. This raises a
problem since, although it has always been recognized that fast particle drive is necessary forfishbone excitation,
the existence of a q= 1 surface in the plasma is also normally assumed to be a prerequisite [1].

Again, transforming to a frame that is co-rotatingwith the fast ionsmay help to resolve this problem. In the
cylindrical limit the on-axis safety factor q0 can bewritten as [15]

Figure 7.Temporal variation of volume-integrated neutron ratemeasured using theMASTfission chamber during thefishbone
shown infigures 2–6.
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whereμ0 is free space permeability and j0 is the plasma current density at the axis. The effective vertical field
associatedwith the rotation term in equation (11) has no effect on the effective current density, since it is a
constant and therefore curl-free, and the current profile in the core region ofMAST is generally fairly broad.
However, as we have demonstrated above, transforming to a frame that is co-rotatingwith the beam ions
produces an increase in themajor radius of the effectivemagnetic axis, i.e. the radius at which the poloidal
component ofB* vanishes.Moreover, while the toroidal field is unaffected by the frame transformation, the
value ofB0 that should be used in equation (15)will drop since this field component varies approximately as 1/R.
Thus, a 10% increase in the effectivemagnetic axis radius (comparable to that estimated above) implies a 20%
drop in the effective value of q in the plasma core, potentially causing it to fall well belowunity. The combination
of fast particle drive and, effectively, q< 1might then satisfy the requirements for instability. This interpretation
suggests thatfishbones are unlikely to be excited by isotropic fast ions (for example fusion alpha-particles in a
thermonuclear tokamak reactor) provided that q in the laboratory frame ismaintained above unity, since this is
also themean rest frame of the fast ions.However it should be noted that we have not considered the response of
the bulk plasma, which flows supersonically in a frame that is co-rotatingwith the fast ions, and therefore further
analysis would be required to establish amore rigorous basis for this conjecture.

We comment finally on the fact that themode shown infigures 2 and 5 becomes narrower in its radial extent
as time progresses. Itmay be the case that themode has a particularly large radial extent during the early
(energetic particle) phase because of thewide orbits and large Larmor radii of beam ions inMAST (see for
example figure 11 in [18]).Whenmost of the fast ions have been expelled from the core, the orbit widths and
Larmor radii are no longer relevant length scales, and the reduction in the size of themodemay reflect this.

5. Summary

Wehave demonstrated that themidplane radial structure of fast particle-driven bursting fishbone instabilities in
MAST can be obtained throughAbel inversion offluctuating soft x-ray signals. Each burst has an early phase in
which high amplitude fluctuating soft x-ray signals from the plasma core are close to being in phase with each
other, and there is a region close to the outboard plasma edge inwhich the fluctuations are relatively weak and in
antiphasewith those in the core. Themajor radius of the phase axis at which themode amplitude changes signRp

is initially outboard of the tokamakmagnetic axis atR0, but itmoves inboard during the burst, eventually
becoming close toR0.

Thefishbone radial structure early in the burst can be understood in part by recognising that themode is
supported by energetic ionswith a high average toroidal rotation rate: in a co-rotating frame, the effective
magnetic axis is shifted outboard by a distance that is comparable to the difference between themajor radii of the
phase axis early in the burst and the true (laboratory frame)magnetic axis.We conjecture that the transition to a
modewithRp; R0 occurs becausemost of the energetic ions are expelled from the plasma core regionwhere the

Figure 8.Reconstructed safety factor profile in the plasmamidplane at t ; 0.2 s during the fishbone shown infigures 2–6.
Rout ; 1.45 m is themajor radius of the outer plasma boundary in themidplane.
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mode amplitude peaks, so that the instability can no longer be characterised as an energetic particlemode. Abel
inversion of soft x-ray emission associatedwithfishbones inMAST thus provides useful insights into the nature
of energetic particlemodes in tokamak plasmas and their relationshipwithMHDmodes.
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